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Supporting You in Making Choices You Can Live With

Dear ,
This summer will be a memorable one for many reasons.
The Olympics brought us great joy while the Delta variant
made its ugly presence known in full force. And we are
getting pretty good at adjusting to change these days. Do
we wear masks? Should we get vaccinated? Can we travel
yet?
This month we discuss some great resources for the visually impaired and for
making funeral plans. Christina wrote a blog addressing change that is sure to
inspire you. We also have information regarding a new app that is being used
for entry into venues that require vaccinations of guests.
For some fun outdoors, check out the grape picking events at Silver Leaf
Vineyard in Macon, MO. If you want to get back to nature at its best, come on
out and pick some grapes! You’ll get lunch afterwards, too.

Marcia Corbett
Founder, General Manager

Alphapointe
Vision Loss

Clear Health App
This app gets you into sports
venues, airports, etc.

Few businesses or government
offices are likely to shut down
again from the surge in the
Delta variant. With 94.3 to 99
percent of hospitalizations
occurring from unvaccinated
patients, the solution that is
proving to be most effective to
businesses is requiring
vaccinations and masks of their
employees and their guests.
One of the companies that is
responding to this need is Clear
Secure, Inc. based in New York.
It has developed an app called
Clear Health that may change
how we function in the world.
The app has been developed to
expedite entry into sports
venues and other entertainment
facilities as well as airports
across the U.S. The number of
venues using the CLEAR app is
increasing daily. St. Louis
Lambert International airport
now has CLEAR lanes for
passengers to move quickly
through the TSA process.
The CLEAR – Health, travel,
sports app can be downloaded
from the Apple or Google store
on a smartphone. The data is
secure, according to the
company. A driver’s license or
passport and your vaccination
card are required to be
uploaded, along with a photo of
yourself for identification. When
you use the app you will be
required to take a photo of
yourself again to avoid
fraudulent use of the app.

Located at 7501 Prospect in
Kansas City, MO, Alphapointe
is an organization that supports
people with vision loss. It
provides low vision
evaluation, training in skills
for activities of daily living
and preparation for today’s
workplace for those with
vision loss.
Alphapointe works with
children, adults and seniors
experiencing vision loss
beginning with the evaluation.
Clients often come to the clinic
at a point where corrective
lenses are no longer effective
and their vision is continuing to
decline. Depending on the
findings of the evaluation, a
client may then take part in
training for skills in everyday
activities such as housekeeping,
organization techniques,
labeling, cooking, reading and
writing. They may be prescribed
optical devices to maximize their
vision. Training is also available
in orientation, travel and
mobility skills and Braille.
Clients have an opportunity to
explore desktop computers,
laptops, tablets, Braille
equipment and recording
devices. Alphapointe staff
provides training in
magnification, screen reading
and dictation software. Career
counseling is also available.
Because vision loss involves not
only the practical aspects of
daily living, but challenges in
coping, Alphapointe
multidisciplinary staff helps
patients deal with emotional
concerns to live more productive
lives with the vision they have.

Visit their website
Medicare and insurance
companies often assist with the

cost of evaluation and other
Alphapointe services.
Read more about the variety of
services for those with low vision
at www.alphapointe.org/
Read more!

Latest Information on the
Covid Delta Variant + You
Full Article Here!

LET THE GRAPE HARVEST
BEGIN!
Grape Picking Opportunity Silver Leaf Vineyard

Funeral Consumers
Alliance of Greater
Kansas City
Thinking about funeral planning
is hard. We all tend to put it off,
but planning in advance can
save money, help family
members be aware of your
wishes and bring a sense of
peace in knowing a sometimes
difficult task is complete. Often,
better choices can be made
when advance planning is
completed and heads are cool,
rather than at the time of death
of a loved one, when emotions
run high.
One local volunteer group can
make it easier. The Funeral
Consumers Alliance of Greater
Kansas City“ educates and

Here’s an opportunity to get out
and enjoy a nice ride this Fall to
Macon, MO and help pick some
grapes from the Silver Leaf
Vineyard.
Full disclosure, Marcia’s cousins
own the vineyard and tasting
room KC Wineworks in the
Crossroads District.
If you’ve wanted to get your
hands (and maybe toes) into the
process of grape growing and
harvesting, now is your chance!
The grape picking will be on
Saturday mornings beginning in
late August and go through
October. Picking tools and
instructions are included along
with lunch and a sampling of
wine after.

supports individuals and families
in making informed decisions
about death-related services,
consistent with their values and
lifestyles.”
This organization monitors
funeral costs and provides a
price survey of funeral homes in
the metropolitan area. Their
website includes information
about steps in funeral planning,
caskets and coffins, green
natural burial, legal matters
surrounding funerals, as well as
issues involved in pre-paying
costs.

Call or text Robert Lowery at
541-852-5040 if you would like
to help us.
You’ll be notified by text midweek of the picking on the
following Saturday.
Water & soft drinks, lunch and
compensation are provided.
Wine sampling is available after
lunch.
Silver Leaf Vineyard is located:
5 miles NE of Macon 27342 Lariat Avenue
Macon, MO 63552

More Information

Late Breaking News
Christina had her baby in the early morning of
Monday, August 16!!!! Mama and baby are
healthy and happy, and enjoying their time
together. Laila weighed in at 6.15 lbs. and 20
inches long. We are so happy for them and send
them our best wishes!

Linda Barth, MSW, is helping us out during
Christina's maternity leave and beyond, and we
are very grateful for her expertise and
commitment to supporting seniors.

Cha Cha Cha Changes

By Christina Wilkins, MSW CDP
CHANGE. For a lot of people, the word evokes a lot of feeling; some good, and
some not so good. Change is inevitable, in both our personal and professional
lives and in order to navigate it successfully, it is helpful to embrace it in all it’s
glory. But what happens when we can’t do so? Maybe due to physical or
cognitive impairments? Then what?
We have had the privilege of assisting many seniors during times of great
transition over the last 23 years. We take great responsibility knowing how
difficult it can be and are very methodical in our planning, including our clients
every step of the way. Imagine living in the same home for over 60 years,
having your items in the same location, and having the same routine your
entire life. Then one day, it becomes apparent you are no longer able to safely
navigate the space that has been so comforting to you for so many years.
Scary, right?
If you are helping your senior parent, relative, or friend during a transition,
here are some helpful tips to consider:
1. Plan ahead. “A goal without a plan is just a wish.” We know
emergencies happen but planning ahead can reduce the chances of
having to make big decisions during a crisis, when emotions are high.
Having difficult conversations in advance will save you time and energy
down the road.
2. Be a Team. Although you may want to pick up and go with your
agenda, it is imperative to include them every step of the way, whenever
possible. You are working together towards a common goal and each
member of the team is valuable.
3. Validate their feelings. Their lives are being disrupted in ways we can
never imagine. Be sure to stop, listen, and validate their feelings.
4. Rally the troops. You do not have to go at this alone. Whether it be
your friends, members of your church, or hired professionals, accept help
from those willing to give it. Many hands make light work.
5. Don’t forget self-care. This goes for both you and your loved one. Do
not forget to take care of yourself during this process. Stay hydrated,
nourished, and rested.

As always, Advocates for Seniors, LC is here to help! Don’t hesitate to
reach out to us for assistance.

Thank you for sharing the time with us again. We
hope you have learned some valuable information.
As always, let us know your comments and
suggestions.
Sincerely,


Team Advocates

Visit us at www.Advocates4Seniors.com

Send comments and suggestions to info@advocates4seniors.com
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